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Species traits outweigh nested structure in driving the effects of
realistic biodiversity loss on productivity
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Abstract. While most studies of the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem
functioning have examined randomized diversity losses, several recent experiments have
employed nested, realistic designs and found that realistic species losses had larger
consequences than random losses for ecosystem functioning. Progressive, realistic, biodiversity
losses are generally strongly nested, but this nestedness is a potentially confounding effect.
Here, we address whether nonrandom trait loss or degree of nestedness drives the relationship
between diversity and productivity in a realistic biodiversity-loss experiment. We isolated the
effect of nestedness through post hoc analyses of data from an experimental biodiversity
manipulation in a California serpentine grassland. We found that the order in which plant
traits are lost as diversity declines influences the diversity–productivity relationship more than
the degree of nestedness does. Understanding the relationship between the expected order of
species loss and functional traits is becoming increasingly important in the face of ongoing
biodiversity loss worldwide. Our findings illustrate the importance of species composition and
the order of species loss, rather than nestedness per se, for understanding the mechanisms
underlying the effects of realistic species losses on ecosystem functioning.
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INTRODUCTION

As species extinctions accelerate worldwide, under-

standing the effects of vanishing biodiversity on

ecosystems is increasingly critical to mitigation and

conservation efforts (Naeem et al. 2012). Many

researchers have undertaken studies manipulating spe-

cies numbers and examining the relationship between

biodiversity and ecosystem functioning, most often with

productivity as the outcome measured; the results of

these studies have generally though not exclusively

demonstrated a positive link between biodiversity and

ecosystem functioning (Hooper et al. 2005, 2012,

Cardinale et al. 2011). While these results have strongly

advanced our understanding of these issues, the studies

they stem from often lack a degree of realism necessary

to apply the findings to conservation practice.

Some of the early experiments examining the rela-

tionship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning

(BD–EF) began by considering realistic, nested species

loss. In these nested species-loss designs, lower diversity

treatments were subsets of higher diversity treatments,

and replicates within diversity levels contained the same

mixture of species (Naeem et al. 1994, 1995). These

experiments were criticized, however, as containing a

‘‘hidden treatment’’ (Huston 1997) that did not allow for

a robust assessment of the effects of species number on

ecosystem functioning. In response to this criticism, and

in order to focus on the question of diversity effects on

functioning, the vast majority of subsequent BD–EF

experiments turned exclusively to examining random-

ized species assemblages (Naeem et al. 2012). However,

in understanding the effects of real biodiversity loss,

randomized biodiversity loss experiments only tell part

of the story: not all species are equally likely to

experience decline or extinction. Rapid biodiversity

losses at both local and global scales disproportionately

involve species with particular values of traits such as

size, trophic position, rarity, distribution, and degree of

specialization (Fox 1987, McDonald and Brown 1992,

Belyea and Lancaster 1999, Henle et al. 2004, Estes et al.

2011).

With many years of foundational groundwork laid by

randomized BD–EF experiments (reviewed by Hooper

et al. 2005, Cardinale et al. 2011, Naeem et al. 2012),

some investigators have now returned to examining

nested species loss in an effort to incorporate more

realism into biodiversity research. In studies that

explicitly compare randomized to realistic species losses,

most find that the effect sizes of realistic, nested species

losses are larger than those of randomized species losses

(Solan et al. 2004, Bunker et al. 2005, Larsen et al. 2005,

McIntyre et al. 2007, Bracken et al. 2008, Selmants et al.

2012, 2014; though see Srinivasan et al. 2007). The

finding that realistic diversity losses often have larger
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effects on ecosystem functioning than randomized

diversity losses has big implications for those interested

in understanding the consequences of real-world diver-

sity loss: specifically, that the foundational, combined

results of randomized diversity-loss experiments may

underestimate the effect size of real biodiversity loss

(Duffy et al. 2009).

The higher effect sizes often demonstrated by realistic

biodiversity experiments are generally attributed to the

differential vulnerability of species based on traits and

the importance of vulnerable traits to overall ecosystem

functioning (Bunker et al. 2005, Duffy et al. 2009).

Realistic loss orders are based on specific real-world

drivers of diversity loss, and generally incorporate

realism in two ways: first, they incorporate the

vulnerability of each species in an assemblage to an

identified driver of diversity loss (e.g., drought, frag-

mentation, invasion, etc.). That is, the species more

vulnerable to a specific driver will be the species lost

from a community first. Second, they incorporate the

progressive nature of ongoing species loss. Progressive,

realistic biodiversity losses through time are generally

strongly nested, that is, each decreasing level of

biodiversity represents a subset of the previous higher

level of diversity. Nearly all experimental studies to date

of realistic species losses have incorporated fully nested

designs (e.g., Zavaleta and Hulvey 2004, 2007, Bunker et

al. 2005, Isbell et al. 2008, Bracken and Low 2012,

Selmants et al. 2012, 2014; but see Maherali and

Klironomos 2007, Rinella et al. 2007, Bracken and

Williams 2013). However, these realistic diversity-loss

experiments encompass two undifferentiated treatments:

(1) the nonrandom loss of vulnerable species and (2) the

nested structure of species loss. While no study

examining realistic species loss has tried to separate

the effects of nestedness per se from the effects of

nonrandom losses of vulnerable species, the nestedness

of ‘‘realistic’’ experiments is a potentially confounding

effect with major implications for the utility of realistic

diversity loss studies. If nestedness alone can account for

the higher effect sizes of realistic vs. randomized

biodiversity loss on ecosystem functioning, these studies

may be irrelevant for their intended purpose of

informing conservation.

Why might the nested structure of species losses

influence the effect of diversity on ecosystem function-

ing? We know from prior research that the ways in

which BD–EF experiments are designed and species are

chosen can influence experimental outcomes (Huston

1997, Doak et al. 1998). As more and more BD–EF

experiments move toward understanding realistic, nest-

ed biodiversity loss, it is essential that we examine the

potential biases introduced by a deterministic method of

species selection (for realistic diversity loss) rather than a

probabilistic one (for randomized diversity loss). It is

plausible that nested structure could influence either

selection or complementarity effects, the two main ways

in which diversity affects ecosystem functioning (Loreau

and Hector 2001).

In randomized-loss BD–EF experiments, assemblages

of varying richness are constructed by randomly

drawing species from a pool (Tilman et al. 1997,

Roscher et al. 2004). Any species can thus occur at

any richness level and, across replicates, a given species

typically occurs at all or most richness levels at least

once. Mean functioning at every richness level therefore

reflects the influences of all or most species in the

experimental pool in a probabilistic way; no particular

species are excluded from particular richness levels. This

can be contrasted with the deterministic nature of nested

loss orders, in which particular species drop out of

assemblages as richness declines and do not return at

lower richness levels. This could be viewed as an extreme

sampling effect (Loreau and Hector 2001): except for the

few that persist to low diversity levels, particular species

identities do not contribute to every richness level, and

species cannot drop out at high richness levels only to

reappear at lower richness levels. This distinction is true

for interactions between species as well; interactions

between particular species are restricted to richness

levels in which those species are present in nested loss

orders, while all pairwise and higher-order interactions

among species are possible at any richness level in a

random loss order. In nested loss orders, there are fewer

possible species identities and interspecific interactions

that can contribute to the mean level of functioning at

lower richness levels; if a strongly interacting species

drops out of the loss order at a high diversity level, it

cannot contribute to functioning at any lower richness

level. Because of this, if particular species interactions

(complementarity effects, sensu Loreau and Hector

[2001]) strongly drive high ecosystem functioning, then

nested structure in species loss could strengthen the

positive BD–EF relationship relative to random species

loss, independently of which species are actually lost.

Here we hypothesize that the structure of species

losses from an ecological network may have effects on

ecological processes independent of the species identities

within that ecological network or loss order. While there

is little previous work to inform this hypothesis in the

BD–EF field, we can look a bit further afield for

evidence to support or refute the hypothesis. A

substantial literature has developed recently on network

architecture within mutualist and trophic networks

(Ulrich et al. 2009, Ulrich and Almeida-Neto 2012).

Hypotheses stemming from this work posit that network

architecture, independent of ecological processes occur-

ring within a network, can influence community

dynamics. This suggests that the configuration of species

and their interactions within an ecosystem, regardless of

the particular species present, may influence ecological

processes. Findings within this field have been mixed,

with several studies demonstrating that network archi-

tecture alone can influence competition, diversity, and

community stability (Bastolla et al. 2009, Thebault and
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Fontaine 2010), while other studies refute this causative

relationship, showing that other ecological factors (such

as the number of interactors) are the underpinning

mechanisms affecting these ecological processes (James

et al. 2012). If the static network architecture itself can

influence ecological processes, it is plausible that the

structure of changes to network architecture may also

influence these processes.

In this study, we address the hypothesis that the

nested structure of diversity loss alone can lead to larger

effects of diversity loss on ecosystem functioning as

compared to randomized (non-nested) diversity loss. We

base our analyses on data from an experimental, field-

based biodiversity manipulation in a serpentine grass-

land at Coyote Ridge, California in which we see higher

effect sizes of realistic species loss when compared to

randomized species loss (Selmants et al. 2012). Using

these data, we disentangle the effects of nonrandom

losses of vulnerable species from the effects of nested

structure in biodiversity loss on the biodiversity-pro-

ductivity relationship in an effort to better understand

the results of realistic diversity-loss experiments. We use

experimental data to create a set of highly nested,

though non-realistic, loss orders and comparing them to

non-nested loss orders constructed from the same data.

We compare the degree of nestedness of each loss order

with a metric of functional group vulnerability, that is,

the order in which plant traits are lost as diversity

declines, to assess their relative contributions to the

effect of biodiversity on productivity.

METHODS

We examined the effects of nestedness on the

relationship between productivity and plant species

richness using data from an ongoing biodiversity–

ecosystem functioning experiment at Coyote Ridge,

near San Jose, California, USA. The experimental

design and prior results are described in full in Selmants

et al. (2012); briefly, the experiment aims to distinguish

the effects of realistic species loss vs. random species loss

on a variety of ecosystem functions, including produc-

tivity and invasibility. Plots contain 12, 8, 5, or 2 species,

with species composition determined either at random

(hereafter, field-based randomized treatment) or based

on a drought-driven realistic loss order derived from 19-

year species-composition data at the site (hereafter,

field-based realistic treatment; see Selmants et al. [2012]

for details on the long-term species composition data

and determination of the field-based realistic species loss

order). Within the two field-based loss treatments, each

richness level is replicated nine times. There are nine

plots that contain all 16 experimental species, three plots

of each species growing in monoculture, and nine bare

plots, for a total of 138 plots. There is also a soil-depth

treatment (i.e., shallow, medium, and deep soil depths)

incorporated into the study design, though this treat-

ment will not figure into the data presented here. For

this analysis, we used data only from 2011 when the soil-

depth treatment was not a significant predictor of

productivity (ANOVA, F2,79 ¼ 1.79; P ¼ 0.17).

The field-based realistic treatment in this experiment

is fully nested: plots at each diversity level contain a

subset of the species in plots of the next-higher diversity

level. Plots within the field-based randomized treatment,

however, are not deliberately nested. Each plot within

the field-based randomized treatment contains a unique

group of species randomly drawn from the overall 16-

species pool. Annual productivity measurements for all

plots were conducted in April 2011. Aboveground

biomass was harvested from one-third of each plot,

representing an area of approximately 0.25 m2. Har-

vested biomass was sorted to species, dried at 608C, and

weighed.

In order to assess the effects of nested structure on the

relationship between diversity and productivity, we

selected nested sets of plots, each set including one plot

from each diversity-treatment level. Using the species

assemblages of the field-based randomized plots of 2, 5,

8, and 12 species, we assigned plots to create 32 highly

nested (though non-realistic) loss orders (hereafter,

‘‘constructed nested-loss orders’’). These orders were

constructed stepwise from high to low diversity: we

found the best-nesting 8-species plot for each 12-species

plot, the best 5-species plot for 8-species plot, and so on.

If two 5- or 8-species plots of the same diversity nested

equally well within a higher-diversity plot, two unique

orders were created. Individual plots could therefore be

assigned to more than one loss order, though at least

two of the four plots had to differ for loss orders to be

considered unique. If more than one two-species plot

nested equally well within a loss order, those two-species

plots were averaged.

In order to generate less-nested loss orders, random-

loss orders (hereafter, ‘‘constructed random-loss orders’’)

were assembled from the same plots in the same

abundance as they were used in creating the constructed

nested-loss orders. (If a plot appeared twice in the

constructed nested-loss orders, it also appeared twice in

the constructed random-loss orders.) Plots were random-

ly selected to create these orders using the sample

function in R 2.13.2 (R Development Core Team 2011).

While nestedness is often presented as a binary

variable, sets of species can range continuously from

highly nested to completely un-nested. There are many

methods for assessing degree of nestedness within a set

of plots; for this study, the degree of nestedness of the

constructed loss orders was assessed as T (matrix

temperature; Atmar and Patterson 1993, Rodriguez-

Girones and Santamaria 2006). We chose T because of

its focus on ‘‘surprise’’ presences or absences within a

matrix and the weighting of surprises further from the

isocline more strongly. Additionally, the problems that

have been described for T (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008,

Ulrich et al. 2009), notably its sensitivity to matrix size

and shape, do not affect our calculations as our matrices

do not vary in size. However, to assess the robustness of
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our results to our selected nestedness metric, we also

calculated NODF (nestedness based on overlap and

decreasing fills) that is based on the degree of overlap

between adjacent rows and columns (Ulrich et al. 2009).

T decreases with increasing nestedness; NODF increases

with increasing nestedness. These metrics were calculat-

ed in R 2.13.2 (R Development Core Team 2011) using

the nestedtemp and nestednodf functions, respectively,

in the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2011). The

nestedtemp function in R is based on the nested

temperature metric first introduced by Atmar and

Patterson (1993) and more explicitly described by

Rodrı́guez-Gironés and Santamaria (2006), the latter

of which describes the calculations used by the

nestedtemp function (Oksanen et al. 2011). Nestedness

temperature, T, is calculated as the sum of all

‘‘surprises’’ within a matrix, where a surprise is defined

as the distance of an unexpected presence or absence

from the isocline that divides expected presences and

absences. A matrix with fewer surprises will have a lower

value of T. The nestedtemp function in R iteratively

packs the matrix—presences are packed to one corner of

the matrix and absences are packed to the opposite

corner—to achieve a low temperature, though, due to

the iterative nature of this process, it does not always

produce the same number (Oksanen et al. 2011).

Therefore, we repeated the calculation of T 500 times

for each constructed loss order, taking the average value

of these runs as the mean T for each constructed loss

order.

The slope of the productivity–diversity relationship

was determined for each constructed loss order based on

the productivity of the field-based 2-, 5-, 8-, and 12-

species plots in each loss order as well as the average

productivity of all nine 16-species plots. Because of the

small number of points (five) per loss order and the lack

of statistical power to differentiate between goodness-of-

fit for different relationship shapes, these relationships

were always assumed to be linear. This assumption is

supported by the dataset from the larger experiment,

where the significant relationship between diversity and

productivity in the field-based realistic treatment is best

fit as linear (Selmants et al. 2012). We refer to these

slopes as diversity effect sizes for each constructed loss

order, where a larger slope equals a larger effect of

diversity on productivity. Anchoring each constructed

loss order with a known productivity value for 16-

species plots allows for this quantitative comparison of

effect size based on slope across loss orders.

Each constructed nested-loss order can be viewed as a

single replicate of an experimental (though not neces-

sarily realistic) species-extinction order, with vulnerable

species represented only in higher-diversity plots and

more persistent species represented in lower-diversity

plots. (These loss orders are strictly theoretical: they are

not based on any real-world driver of extinction.) In

order to quantify the vulnerability of certain traits when

species are lost, we calculated functional group ‘‘vulner-

ability’’ ranks for each constructed nested-loss order.

(These could not be calculated for the constructed

random-loss orders because species do not drop out in a

systematic fashion in those orders.) First, each species

was ranked as described in the following paragraph;

next, species ranks were summed by functional group to

calculate functional group vulnerability ranks.

For each constructed nested-loss order, each species

was given a rank based on where in the order it was lost

(high rank means high vulnerability to extinction,

species dropped out at high diversity; low rank means

low vulnerability to extinction, species dropped out at

low diversity). Each of the 16 experimental species were

then classified by functional group as perennial, early-

season annual, late-season annual, or nitrogen fixing.

For each constructed nested-loss order, functional group

vulnerability ranks were calculated as the sum of the

rank of each species within that functional group. (For

example, late-season rank would be calculated as the

sum of the ranks of Lessingia nemaclada and Hemizonia

luzulifolia. For a complete list of species and functional

groups in this experiment, see Appendix: Table A1.)

Analysis

In order to confirm that the random-loss and nested-

loss orders we constructed were different from each

other, we used t tests to assess the difference in degree of

nestedness between the constructed nested-loss orders

and the constructed random-loss orders. The influence

of nestedness on diversity effect size (the slope of the

diversity-productivity relationship) was evaluated by

linear regression with both nestedness and slope

evaluated as continuous variables across nested and

random-loss orders. The effects of individual functional

group vulnerability ranks on diversity effect sizes were

evaluated by linear regression across only the nested-loss

orders.

We also constructed a pairwise correlation matrix

between the different functional group vulnerability

ranks to examine the degree of independence of these

predictor variables. There will inherently be correlations

between the functional group vulnerability ranks: when

one functional group has a ‘‘low vulnerability rank’’ for

a loss order, the other functional groups are statistically

more likely to have a ‘‘high vulnerability rank.’’

Understanding and quantifying these correlations is

essential to interpreting the predictive value of these

functional group vulnerability ranks alone and, espe-

cially, in concert.

Last, we performed a stepwise regression to examine

predictive models that incorporated functional group

vulnerability rankings and nestedness temperature in

concert, with diversity effect size as the response

variable. We report the Akaike information criterion

(AIC) values, P values, and R2 values, as well as F scores

and degrees of freedom, for these models. All analyses

were performed in R 2.13.2 (R Development Core Team

2011).
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RESULTS

The degree of nestedness within a loss order did not

have a significant effect on the relationship between

diversity and productivity (Fig. 1). As expected, the

constructed random-loss orders were significantly less

nested (T was significantly higher) than the constructed

nested-loss orders (t ¼ 11.3, P , 0.0001). For the

constructed nested-loss orders, T averaged 5.55, ranging

from 1.88 to 10.1; for the constructed random-loss

orders, T averaged 18.9, ranging from 8.21 to 32.6.

Diversity effect size averaged 7.89 for nested-loss orders

and 7.77 for random-loss orders. Results for nestedness

as measured by NODF were similar to those for T:

constructed random-loss orders were significantly less

nested (NODF was significantly lower) than the

constructed nested-loss orders (t ¼ 2.65, P ¼ 0.02). For

nested-loss orders, NODF averaged 46.1, ranging from

35.9 to 51.5; for random-loss orders, NODF averaged

42.6, ranging from 29.2 to 52.9. Hereafter, degree of

nestedness will be reported as T only.

While nestedness alone did not influence the diversity

effect size, functional group vulnerability ranks did

significantly predict diversity effect size. When early-

season annuals dropped out low in a loss order (i.e.,

when early-season annuals had low vulnerability to

experimental extinction), productivity declined more

slowly as diversity declined (diversity effect size was

low; Fig. 2a). However, when the N fixer dropped out

low in a loss order, productivity declined more sharply

as diversity declined, that is, led to higher diversity effect

sizes (Fig. 2c). Vulnerability of perennials and late-

season annuals were not significant predictors of

diversity effect size (Figs. 2b and 2d).

Pairwise correlations between the functional group

vulnerability ranks showed that early-season annual

rank was significantly correlated to all three other

(perennial, late-season annual, and N fixer) ranks.

Correlation coefficients for these relationships were

�0.32, �0.42, and �0.32, respectively; P values for the

relationships were 0.014, 0.0003, and ,0.0001, respec-

tively. There were no other significant correlations

between the functional group vulnerability rankings.

Based on the stepwise regression, vulnerability of the

N fixer alone was the best explanatory model of the

diversity effect size, productivity decreased most when

legumes were lost last, though this model was statisti-

cally indistinguishable (based on AIC score and P

values) from the model incorporating vulnerability

ranks of both the N fixer and late-season annuals

(Table 1). Based on P values, no significant models

included T, the metric of nestedness temperature (Table

1), though a third model including T as well as

vulnerability ranks of the N fixer and late-season

annuals was within 2 DAIC of the top-ranked model.

Variables were stepped out in the order perennial rank

. early-season annual rank . T . late-season annual

rank.

DISCUSSION

The degree of nestedness alone was not a significant

predictor of the diversity–productivity relationship. In

models incorporating both functional group vulnerabil-

ity (the order in which functional groups are lost as

diversity declines) and degree of nestedness, functional

group vulnerability was the better predictor of the

relationship between diversity and productivity. Across

all of our constructed loss orders, the diversity effect size

ranged widely, encompassing both positive and negative

slopes of the relationship between diversity and produc-

tivity. These results emphasize the importance of the

order in which species are lost on ecosystem functioning

as diversity declines. Specifically, the vulnerability of

certain functional groups to drivers of diversity loss

largely determines how diversity affects productivity as

the number of species dwindles.

These findings bear on how biodiversity–functioning

relationships inform conservation and restoration in

several ways. First, our results add to previous findings

that species identity matters: our results suggest in

particular that ecosystem functioning is a product of the

species and functional groups that are present, not a

product of the nested structure of species loss. Second,

our findings indicate that the effects of realistic species

losses are not due to nested species loss structure, and as

such, that greater effect sizes of realistic species losses on

ecosystem functioning are likely even in situations where

species loss is not nested. While species loss is often

assumed to be progressive and thus nested, this may not

in reality always be the case, for example, when locally

extinct species recolonize following extirpation or new

species arrive following losses of other species. Our

FIG. 1. Relationships between diversity effect size (i.e., the
slope of the regression between diversity and productivity) and
nestedness temperature (T ) of a loss order. As T increases, the
degree of nestedness of a loss order decreases. Each point
represents a single loss order (n ¼ 64 loss orders).
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study suggests that there can be large effects from net

real-world species losses even if these losses are not

nested.

Nestedness

The degree of nestedness of a loss order did not have a

consistent effect on diversity effect size. While nested-

ness could theoretically influence diversity effect size, it

appears that any effect is not directional across a wide

range of species loss orders and thus that species and

functional-group loss order are more influential in

determining diversity effect size. This finding bolsters

previous studies of realistic biodiversity loss, supporting

claims that high effect sizes in these experiments are due

to the order in which species are lost rather than the

nested structure of the losses. The deterministic nature

of species selection in realistic biodiversity-loss experi-

ments, as opposed to probabilistic species selection in

randomized diversity-loss experiments, does not appear

to independently affect the outcome of the relationship

between diversity and productivity.

While nestedness does not appear to have a large

independent effect, the inclusion of T in the stepwise

regression with other variables produced a marginally

FIG. 2. Results of univariate models of the effects of functional group vulnerability ranks (the order in which functional groups
are lost as diversity declines) on the diversity effect size (i.e., the slope of the regression between diversity and productivity). Each
point represents a single, nested, loss order (n¼ 32 constructed nested-loss orders). Regression lines are only shown for significant
relationships; the equations of the lines are (a) y ¼ 0.40x� 18.5 (P ¼ 0.023) and (c) y ¼�0.82x þ 16.85 (P¼ 0.023).

TABLE 1. Results of stepwise regression with nestedness temperature (T ) and each of the four functional group vulnerability ranks
(N fixer, late-season annual, early-season annual, and perennial) as predictor variables of the diversity effect size (i.e., slope of
the productivity–diversity relationship).

Model parameters F df R2 P AIC Stepwise regression rank

N fixer 5.780 1, 30 0.1616 0.02259 143.84 1
N fixer, late-season annual 3.418 2, 29 0.1908 0.04645 144.70 2
N fixer, late-season annual, T 2.815 3, 28 0.2317 0.05735 145.05 3
N fixer, late-season annual, early-season annual, T 2.071 4, 27 0.2348 0.1125 146.92 4
N fixer, late-season annual, early-season annual, perennial, T 1.670 5, 26 0.2431 0.09756 148.57 5

Note: Functional group vulnerability ranks represent the order in which functional groups are lost as diversity declines. The
stepwise regression ranks refer to the order in which the stepwise regression ranked the models in the table, with 1 being the best fit.
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significant model, with N-fixer and late-season annual

vulnerability ranks along with T as explanatory vari-

ables (Table 1). This suggests that T may add a small

amount of explanatory power (R2 ¼ 0.23 for the model

with three variables vs. R2 ¼ 0.19 for the two-variable

model with N-fixer and late-season annual vulnerability

ranks only). Based on this outcome, the lack of effect

that we see due to nestedness should be confirmed in

other systems before it is ruled out as unimportant to

other studies.

Though we calculated values for NODF, we found

that this metric did not capture nestedness in the

expected way. For a highly nested matrix (e.g., for the

deliberately nested loss order in the field-based ‘‘realis-

tic’’ treatment of this biodiversity experiment, where

each lower level of diversity represents an entirely

overlapping subset of the higher diversity level), T

delivered a score quite close to zero (0.5, on a scale from

0 to 100), as expected. However, NODF returned a

value of 48 (on a scale from 100 to 0) for this same

matrix, where a perfectly nested matrix should return an

NODF value of 100. We believe this discrepancy stems

at least in part from the fact that our nested design does

not decrease by one species at a time (that is, from 16 to

15 to 14, etc., species), but rather declines by three to

four species at a time (from 16 to 12 to 8, etc., species).

In fact, this discrepancy seems to far overpower any

decrement in nestedness score stemming from ‘‘surpris-

es,’’ or non-nested species, in the matrix. Because NODF

appears to be so sensitive to the number of species rather

than the identity of those species, we view this metric

with methodological skepticism as it relates to this

study. Despite some of the known problems with T

(Almeida-Neto et al. 2008, Ulrich et al. 2009), these

problems are mostly irrelevant to this study (e.g., all

matrices are the same size) and it better captures the

variation in nestedness we find across our loss orders.

Species traits

While the degree of nestedness was not highly

predictive of diversity effect size, the pattern of trait

loss within a loss order was predictive of the effect of

diversity on productivity. Based on univariate models,

loss of both the N fixer and early-season annuals is

important in determining the effect of diversity on

productivity in this system. The importance of the N

fixer is confirmed by the results of stepwise regression,

which includes N fixer vulnerability rank in both

significant models of diversity effect size. The early

exclusion of the vulnerability of early-season annuals, a

significant predictor as a lone variable, from the stepwise

regression is likely due to the strong correlation between

this variable and all three other functional group

vulnerability ranks (N fixer, late-season annuals, and

perennial).

The presence of N fixers has often been identified as a

highly important explanatory variable in BD-EF studies

(Hooper et al. 2005, Cadotte et al. 2009, Flynn et al.

2011). However, the direction of the N-fixer effect that

we see here is generally opposite of the effect seen in

other studies: when the N fixer in this experiment,

Acmispon wrangelianus, is lost last (when the vulnera-

bility of A. wrangelianus was low), we found productiv-

ity decreased more strongly with decreasing diversity

(higher diversity effect size). In contrast, other studies

have found that the presence of an N fixer increases

productivity. The reason behind this discrepancy is not

entirely clear, but there may be several contributing

factors. First, A. wrangelianus, the only N fixer in this

experiment, produces relatively little biomass per plant,

thus contributing little to the overall productivity of any

plot in which it grows. Despite its low aboveground

biomass, as an N fixer, this species could lead to higher

biomass in other species within the plots in which it

grows; we have observed nodules on the roots of A.

wrangelianus at our field site (A. Wolf, personal

observation) and therefore know that the species does

fix at least some N, though we do not have any

measurements on the amount of N fixed (though see

Selmants et al. [2014] for further discussion of N

dynamics at the site). It is possible that very little N is

fixed overall, or potentially that many of the other

species in our experiment are unable to take much

advantage of any fixed N derived from A. wrangelianus.

Alternatively, the effect of any additional N derived

from A. wrangelianus may be swamped by the relatively

high rates of N deposition that occur at the field site as a

result of prevailing winds and human activities of the

adjacent San Francisco Bay area (Weiss 1999).

Typically, plot-level characteristics (e.g., species pres-

ence and composition) are used to assess the best

predictors of biomass and productivity within a single

plot in BD–EF experiments. In this study, developing a

loss-order-level metric of species loss (functional group

vulnerability ranks) was necessary in order to assess the

relative predictive power of trait loss compared to degree

of nestedness, an inherently loss-order-level metric. We

use these two loss-order-level metrics, nestedness and

functional group vulnerability ranks, to predict the

change in productivity as measured by the slope of the

line connecting five points rather than predicting the

productivity of just a single plot. The relatively low R2

values of our best models (R2¼ 0.16–0.23; Table 1) can

partly be explained by the uncertainty encompassed by

the calculation of the response variable (i.e., the slope of

the productivity–diversity relationship), as well as

uncertainty in determining the shape of the best-fit line

for each regression. Additionally, qualitative functional-

group classification, such as we used here, has been

shown to be a coarser predictor of ecosystem function-

ing than quantitative trait metrics (Petchey and Gaston

2002), though acquiring values for the necessary large

number of traits was beyond the scope of this project.

While these factors are likely to account for a large

portion of the unexplained error and more-precise

predictions may be possible at the plot level, the
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development of metrics to assess effect sizes over the

scale of a full loss order advances our understanding of

the effects of realistic, progressive and ongoing biodi-

versity losses. These types of loss-order-level metrics

provide more predictive analytical power when assessing

variables manifested across a set of plots (such as trait

vulnerability) rather than those manifested at the plot

level (such as species presence/absence). In BD–EF

experiments with randomized species losses, a goal is for

diversity to be the only loss-order-level variable to

systematically change. As BD–EF experiments continue

to move from testing random species loss to examining

trait-based species loss, quantifying loss-order-level

variation inherent to directional species loss will be

essential to fully understanding the mechanisms behind

the effects of diversity on ecosystem functioning.

While we found that the nested structure of a loss

order did not have a strong effect on the relationship

between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning, there

were strong effects of traits and the vulnerability of

functional groups on this relationship. In order to

accurately characterize the effect of species loss on

ecosystem functioning, we must not only understand the

degree but also the order of biodiversity loss. As this

study and others have shown, species identity and

functional groups matter, underscoring the importance

of understanding the order in which species and traits

are lost from ecosystems. Studies of realistic, nested

species loss are necessary to understanding ecosystem

functioning in the face of biodiversity decline, but an

essential first step in these types of experiments is to

accurately determine species and functional group

vulnerability to current and future drivers of diversity

loss, as this a priori determination is likely to have a

significant impact on the direction and magnitude of the

experimental outcome.
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